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LESSON NOTES
School: Ba Sangam College    Year/Level: 10              Name: _______________ 
Subject: English     Worksheet 21            Year: _________________

Strand Writing and Shaping

Sub Strand Text Types: media, everyday communication, literary texts.

Content 
Learning 
Outcome 

Show understanding of the purpose of writing by engaging in effective 
and purposeful writing activities.

Speech 

1. Speech Writing is an art of conveying a message to your audience. The purposes are to: 
inform, explain or persuade. 

2, Voice Hesitation – the use of such expression, like un…, uh…, er…. These are mostly used 
to give the speaker time to recollect his/her thought eg. I think it was…. Ah ….. Friday. 

3. Repetition – where a word phrase or even a whole sentence is repeated. This is done 
mainly when a speaker wants to emphasise a point.

Eg. Crime is committed mainly because of unemployment. Because of unemployment 
(repetition of unemployment).

4. Contraction – the word like, can’t, don’t, isn’t etc.

5. The use of personal pronouns – like, I, we, to bring the speaker closer to the audience. 
That is to create a link between the speaker and the audience.

Eg. It is our duty to see that crime is reduced. It is we who can solve this problem.

6. Use of Quotation – (and possible answers from the evidence)

7. Conclusion – briefly summarise the text of your speech. Use concluding indications like 
finally, therefore… also thank the audience at the end of the speech for their time and 
patience.

Eg. So finally ladies and gentlemen I shared with you today……….. finally crime can be 
reduced…… secondly we can help you….. and finally it is our duty to see that…. I take this 
opportunity to thank you for listening patiently and I hope whatever I have discussed with 
you today will be followed.
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Sample 

Activity

Using the given notes and sample write a speech of acceptance. 

Imagine you are given the award for “Best Sportsperson of the Year”. Write a speech of 
acceptance upon receiving that award.


